Nature scavenger hunt
Cedar Tree

Bird ' s Nest

Cedar trees are abundant in
the Pacific Northwest,
especially west of the
Cascades. See if you can find
one!

Bird nests can be all sorts of sizes
depending on the species. See if you
can spot a nest!
*Make sure to just look and not
touch!
Mushrooms

The more moist an area likely means there are
mushrooms around! Look on trees, stumps, and
mossy areas for these fungi.
*NOTE: do not take or eat mushrooms unless
you're absolutely sure they're edible. Eating the
wrong kind of mushroom can be dangerous
and even fatal.

Squirrels

The most common squirrel
species in the Pacific
Northwest is the Eastern
Gray Squirrel but there are
many other species here.
See what squirrels you can
find!
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Pinecone

Washington is
known as the
evergreen state so
see if you can find
a pinecone!
Pinecones only come from

Something
Yellow

This could be a
daffodil, dandelion,
or something else
entirely!

pine trees but other conifer
trees, like cedar and spruce
produce cones.
Rabbit

There are a few different rabbit species

Clovers

Clovers are an iconic cover
crop and are often found in
fields/parks.

in the Pacific Northwest and springtime

While rare (10,000 to 1), see if

is an active time for these mammals.

you can find a four leaf clover
in the midst of all the three leaf

If you find a rabbit's nest in the ground
with baby rabbits, look but don't disturb!
The mother will be back for the babies.

clovers.

Something Fun

Did you find a little fairy garden or maybe a
cool sticker on a sign? There can be fun little
things you might not expect to see out in
nature! You just have to keep an eye out.
Moss

Moss is a green plant with a
complex structure and can
grow on soil, tree trucks and
branches, rocks, and in
water.

Bird ( s )

The northwest is home to all kinds of
birds. Robins, ducks, blue herons, bald
eagles, crows, finches, humminbirds, and
even woodpeckers all call parts of the
region home. How many can you spot?

Public Art or Memorials

Deer

There are a couple
species/subspecies of deer in
the Pacific Northwest but the
Columbian black-tailed deer are
one of the most common. Like
any wild animal, give any deer
plenty of space if you see one.
A Cairn

(

In many parks, you can
sometimes find statues,
sculptures, and other forms of
artwork. Seattle has the Olympic
Sculpture Park while Washington
Park in Portland is home to many
things, including the Sacajawea
Memorial Statue.

Stacked Rocks )

Ferns

A cairn is a carefully stack of rocks and

Like moss and mushrooms,

has a long history. The actual word

ferns thrive in fairly moist

comes from the Scottish Gaelic word

areas and forests, like many

'càrn', which means 'heap of stones'

areas in the Pacific
Northwest! There are many

Cairns can simply decorations while

types of ferns; see how many

others are used as a guide for hikes

different ones you can find.

and as navigation. Historically, big
cairns were used as burial markers.

Nature Journal

Draw and label some plants you
find in a nearby park

Sketch, draw, or paint some of the plants,
flowers, and trees in your neighborhood

Map out your favorite park.
Use the whole page if you want.

COLORING PAGE

